We are a full-service
Sustainability Consultancy
& Communications Agency.
We help remove the most common barriers to
success and ensure our clients can effectively
connect their purpose to their business model
and create unique, radical impact;
for People, Business and Planet.

Globally Recognised - Regionally Leading
With our foundations in
Norway and with a strong
Asia network, Petrichor
Planet leverages global
ESG best practices from
the Nordics and localises
it for Asian markets
We work with European
brands with operations in
Asia, and Asia Paciﬁc
brands with a diverse
regional footprint

Norway, the most sustainable
country in the world
- RobecoSAM
Oslo, Global HQ

Hong Kong
Singapore

Bali, Asia HQ

Sydney

Our Leadership Team
“Passionately driven by our shared sense of purpose for a more sustainable world achieved
through powerful collaborations across sectors and industries.”

Hedvig Lyche
Chief Executive Officer
& President Nordics
Hedvig leads the
consultancy, bringing over
15 years of global
experience in
communications strategy,
sustainability consulting and
reputation management for
brands, organisations and
governments.

Adrian Keet
Chief Solutions Officer
& SVP APAC

Mike Adams
Chief Revenue Officer,
Global

Adrian leads operations and
product development,
bringing with him over 16
years of C-suite consulting
for purpose-lead leadership,
implementation of long-term
sustainable solutions and
effective change
management.

Mike leads our commercial
strategy. Drawing on 17
years of commercial and
consulting experience across
all global markets, his work
ensures that Petrichor Planet
can align best practice ESG
solutions with our client’s
needs.

Our Global Team
Our global team works to drive sustainability across the world.
We're scientists, developers, innovators and communicators - all
passionate about sustainable technology, circular economy and
purpose driven business.

Oslo, Global HQ
- Client Services
- ESG Consultants
- Partnership Team
- Platform Dev.

Bali, Asia HQ
- Executive Team
- Marketing
- Partnerships Team
- Platform Dev.
- ESG Consultants

Hong Kong
- Client Services
- Data Analysts

Singapore
- Client Services
- ESG Consultants

Sydney
- Client Services
- Tech Consultants

The Problems We Help Solve

Knowing where to start is the
biggest barrier for companies
to introduce a new or evolved
CSR strategy.
-The Bejing Institute

Connecting purpose to proﬁt is
still one of the biggest
challenges to real change. Many
companies struggle to quantify
the monetary value of their
sustainability activities.
- Harvard Business Review

Perceived costs, complexity
and time needed to change
processes and supply chain
often means the ambitions
and plans never leave the
paper.
- On Strategy

We are not into
greenwashing or
tokenism.

We only work with companies that
want to make a difference, that
look beyond the regulatory
requirements and search for
solutions with real, lasting impact.
We partner with courageous
leaders who are committed to
building a legacy of purpose.

The Community We Serve

Brands

Investors

Looking to improve
their ESG strategy to
better connect proﬁt
and purpose

Looking for vetted,
trusted and scalable
SDG projects for impact
investing

Entrepreneurs

NGOs

Looking for a purpose
driven community to
collaborate, improve,
grow and perform

Looking for trusted and
honest partners to help
accelerate their work
and demonstrate real,
valuable impact

Join Community

Regardless of where you are on your
sustainability journey, we are here to help
you maximise impact, deliver tangible results
and demonstrate value.

Where Are You On Your Journey?
Deﬁning the right ambition for your company means
solving the right challenges at the right time.

Rethink

Just Getting
Started

Restart

Regenerate

Localising
Global Plans

Getting Serious
About ESG

Establishing
Leadership

Our Suite Of Services
Connecting your sustainability ambitions to your business model

Rethink

Evaluate
- Materiality Assessment
- Industry Benchmarking
- Sustainability ScoreCard
- Supply-chain Assessment
- Stakeholder Prioritisation

Restart

Regenerate

Consult
- Purpose Platform
- Purpose Strategy
- Partnership Programs
- Change Management
- Stakeholder Management

Act

Report

- Branding & Marketing
- PR & Communication
- Media Management
- Reputation Management
- Thought Leadership
- Crisis Communication

- Program Reporting
- Impact Reporting
- ESG Reporting
- Investor Relations
- Reputation Tracking
- Media Monitoring

Our Services In Action - ‘Just Getting Started’
Challenge
SupplyCo are ‘just getting started’ on their ESG journey.
They know they must start to demonstrate real impact as their stakeholders are expecting them to be
compliant and their consumers are expecting them to act sustainably.
They are unsure how to assess their current ESG activities and how to track and report on impact.

Solution
Petrichor conducts a Materiality Assessment and creates their Sustainability ScoreCard.
A clear strategy is established that deﬁnes the necessary steps to take and how to effectively
measure and report on their performance.
Petrichor prepares their comms and PR plan to share these new exciting stories with the world.

Value to SupplyCo
SupplyCo’s stakeholders are excited to be part of this new ESG chapter and their
consumers recognise the credibility and the effectiveness in these new initiatives.
Their own employees love the new model and future talent sees them as an employer of
choice. SupplyCo’s brand and reputation soars, fueling their future growth.

Some of Our Trusted Clients

How To Start Working
Together

Materiality Assessment
In the world of sustainability, the materiality assessment
is the most critical part of any reporting process.
At Petrichor we take this one step further and analyse
the ﬁnal materiality assessment through an ESG lens to
ensure the most relevant, targeted and actionable
insights are lifted and recommended actions deﬁned.
Using the GRI* models, we audit, interview, assess and
analyse all the relevant parts of your business to help
ensure you are working towards the right goals,
addressing the most relevant issues and communicating
on the topics most essential to your reputation,
performance and success.
The materiality assessment shapes the ESG blueprint
for all your reporting, communication and stakeholder
management activities.
Get Started

Sustainability ScoreCard

Our proprietary scoring system helps
companies effectively assess their status,
reputation, performance and gaps when linking
their sustainability promise and targets to their
brand and operations.
Benchmarking against relevant peers and
players in the industry, our scoring tool pulls
out the areas to focus on and shows how to
deliver on deﬁned goals to increase
performance, strengthen reputation and
establish UVP’s for real, sustainable
competitive advantage.

Get Started

Impact Reporting
The Petrichor Planet Impact Reporting framework is so much more than regulatory ESG reporting. Our
unique tiered reporting structure gives you a holistic view on the totality of your impact.
1.

2.

3.

Reputation Tracking uses social listening tools and media
monitoring to track and map sentiments, rank, visibility and
perception of brand, initiatives proﬁles and spokespeople
to effectively mitigate risks and build thought leadership. It
is ongoing, automated and always-on.

CLAIMS +
PERCEPTIONS

Program Reporting provides monthly performance reports
against the goals and KPI’s identiﬁed for speciﬁc programs
on ground or inhouse, so you can manage stakeholder
expectations, address potential risks and identify evolved
opportunities.

LAWS +
REGULATIONS

ESG Reporting as part of EOFY is made easier through our
auditing tools and reporting templates to ensure complex
data is made visually accessible, immediately relevant and
manageable for content creation, PR and stakeholder
management.

Get Started

TRENDS +
EVENTS

GOALS +
PERFORMANCE

RISKS +
INCENTIVES

IMPACT
PEERS +
PARTNERS

PLATFORMS +
PROFILES

Sustainability Communication
Our marketing and communication solutions
make your sustainability programmes come alive
with powerful storytelling and creative executions.

ESG BRAND
STRATEGY

PR +
MEDIA
MANAGEMENT

CREATIVE
IDEATION

SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING

DESIGN +
DEVELOPMENT

CONTENT
MARKETING

We make sure you reach the right audience with
the right message in the right context.
Whether it’s demonstrating thought-leadership for
stakeholder management, launching a new ESG
focused brand, program or service, or looking to
more effectively demonstrate dedication and
impact for events and activities; we design, create
and implement the perfect communication
strategy for your brand and your goals.

Get Started

Creating A Culture Of Sustainability
Developing and embedding a spirit of sustainability into
your organisation takes deliberate focus and a framework
for your people to follow. People’s behaviours and actions
are a manifestation of the organisation’s culture. Plain and
simple.
Our Sustainability Culture Programme provides a holistic
and engaging approach to embedding sustainability at the
heart of the business and its people. It helps create
pathways for the claims and promises to become a natural
part of the KPI model, reward system, hiring process, ofﬁce
environment and people behaviour.

Get Started

AMBITIONS

PURPOSE
The mark you want to
leave, what you want
to be known for

What you want your
company to achieve,the
milestones to reach for

Your Culture
Framework
The principles
that guide your decision
making and determine
actions

VALUES

What you can promise
and why; to your
people, your partners
and your community

PROMISES

Pla:ngo - Our Proprietary ESG Project Dashboard
Game changing sustainability. At scale.
Connecting you to NGO’s and organisations in the
region working towards the SDG’s best aligned to
your business purpose and ambitions.
The organisations are pre-vetted, mapped and
ranked based on presence, performance, impact and
model; allowing us to easily identify the right partner
for you to build long-term, impactful and proﬁtable
relationships.
Pla:ngo also offers you access to tools, services,
templates and skills that will help you effectively
move your sustainability program from ‘how’ to ‘now’
and through to long-term performance.

Get Started

Pla:ngo In Action
Challenge
HotelHip have tried and failed to work with local NGOs on localised ESG initiatives. The goals were not met,
the reports were messy and the communication broke down.
To thrive in their industry now they must make meaningful progress but they can’t ﬁnd the right partners and
struggle to track and report in a way that meets the expectations of their stakeholders.

Solution
Using Pla:ngo they get connected with vetted and scored NGOs appropriate for their ambitions.
Pla:ngo’s project dashboard and tools provide both sides the visibility needed to effectively
communicate, measure and optimise the program.

Value to HotelHip
Success! Finally a project that works and allows HotelHip to actively report on real ESG
performance AND the NGO is empowered to deliver meaningful impact that beneﬁts both
the environment and local communities.
HotelHip sees Pla:ngo as a tool to differentiate, build reputation and attract more valuable
guests.

Use Cases

DO:Black
- the credit card rewarding everyday climate action
The Problem
Getting people to face the impact their lifestyle and purchase behaviour has on the
climate, and making them want to actively change. Driving fundamental behavioural
change can be extremely challenging.
The Opportunity
Increase in enlightened self-interest, awareness in the real threat of climate change and
lack of trust in authorities means a grassroots movement and more active participation
amongst people is on the rise.
What We Did
The card was launched DO Black with placement only in earned media and with media
and content partner programs we designed and developed. We created the content for
owned social channels to boost reach and target KOL’s and inﬂuencers for UGC push.
The Value Created - IT TOOK OFF!
- Earned media reach of 20,000,000+
- Invitations for keynotes at sustainability/ﬁntech summits worldwide.
- Over 40 global banks are already in contact to discuss collaborations/white label solutions.
- DO:Black won a Grand Prix at the 2019 and 2021 Cannes Lions Festival of Creativity and at
the SABRE awards 2020. (among many others)

NUS
- Impact Reporting
The Problem
Siloed projects, individual philanthropic initiatives and short-term NGO
partnerships meant understanding the total value and impact of the plethora of
activities was challenging. With no centralised structure to assess, evaluate and
analyse the activities across departments, accurately reporting on total impact
became an impossible task.
The Opportunity
NUS is recognised as one of the region’s top universities and a leader in
research, innovation and sustainability. With more than 10,000 published
research papers annually, NUS voices and leadership proﬁles reach all areas of
private, corporate and government sectors.
What We Did
Bringing together all the activities and programmes under the NUS umbrella
and layering them with the level of visibility, general sentiment and
spokesperson reputation scoring gave a holistic understanding of the real
impact, the real value and public perception of the work done. This allowed
NUS to focus their reporting and their communications and improve their
overall stakeholder management.

The Values We Live By
CURIOUS

COLLABORATIVE

The Petrichor team has more than 50 years of combined
experience working in the industry. But we’re always
searching and learning to make sure we stay ahead of our
ﬁeld and on top of our game. Our drive for innovation, our
passion for sustainability and our dedication to ﬁnding new
and unique solutions for our partners is what gets us out of
bed.

Nothing worthwhile happens in isolation. Our proprietary
platform ensures we connect the right partners, voices and
inﬂuencers to the right idea and program. Shaping strategies
around a dynamic eco-system means we deliver real impact
across all relevant platforms and channels.

CREATIVE

CARING

We’re strategist at the core, but strategy without creativity
is like clapping with one hand. So we focus on integrating
powerful sustainability stories people actually care about,
targeted comms and really smart execution plans to bring
strategies to life.

Everything you do impacts on the planet in some way, no
matter who you are or what you offer. This principle sits at the
core of our DNA and plays a part in everything we do – from
how we work with clients to how we act as an agency. We
ﬁnd ways for companies to enhance their contribution to the
world they operate in. Good for the planet and good for
business.

Our Affiliates

Featured In

Change Starts
Here
contact@petrichorplanet.com
petrichorplanet.com
Ph: +62 81139 5150

